Since 2003

DACdb
Disaster Relief (DR)

Each year many unforeseen disasters create havoc in a community. Rotary clubs are usually one of the first organizations called to help.

Big Challenge: What equipment is needed and where can it be found quickly. DACdb Disaster Relief (DR) has the answer.

DACdb has the answers!

When the next disaster strikes your district, do you know what equipment you have available to help?

Do you know where the equipment is located and have the contact information?

DACdb now offers your district the tools to categorize the available member inventory by FEMA codes and facilitate deployment.

Key Features: DR Module

- Inventory summary dashboard
- Inventory descriptions and equipment images
- Tracking all the equipment online
- Online checkin/Checkout process
- Advanced Search feature
- Inventory by category
- DR Setup / Configuration
- Member participation tracking
- Inventory Map of where equipment is located in the district
- And so much MORE...